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The Bars Between Us
"The teenage daughter of the chairman of the
county commission is murdered a few weeks
before Election Day. Cara Wicklow was blonde,
beautiful and a twin. She was also the
chairman's 'wild child' and was attending a
local boarding school for wealthy troubled
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girls. Who killed Cara? Caught up in the
murder investigation and a new life in
Florida is transplanted New York journalist,
A.J. 'Jazz' Billings. While reporting on
Cara's murder and the strict school she
attended, Jazz discovers a secret sorority
and its dangerous initiation. Is it politics
or teenage secrets that caused Cara's death?
And is the sudden disappearance of the
boyfriend of Jazz's new friend related?
There's trouble in paradise for Jazz and her
stud-dog Labrador Retriever, Willie." -- p.
[4] of cover.

The words of the lord Jesus [a
commentary] tr. by W.B. Pope [and
others].
This book traces M?ori engagement with
handwriting from 1769 to 1826. Through
beautifully reproduced written documents, it
describes the first encounters M?ori had with
paper and writing and the first relationships
between M?ori and Europeans in the earliest
school. The earliest M?ori–P?keh? engagements
were vividly recorded by both M?ori and
P?keh? in drawings and writing in the early
1800's. These beautiful archival images tell
stories about how M?ori encountered pen and
paper, which gives us a new and exciting
perspective on the past. Words Between Us –
He K?rero is a controversial and enlightening
book that will stimulate fresh thinking about
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those first conversations between M?ori and
P?keh?.

Words of a Soul
From a distance, Felix Fitzwilliam, the son
of an old English family, is a good husband
and father. But, obsessed with order and
routine, he s a prisoner to perfection.
Disengaged from the emotional life of his
North Carolina family, Felix has let his
wife, Ella, deal with their special-needs son
by herself. A talented jewelry designer
turned full-time mother, Ella is the family
rock until her heart attack shatters their
carefully structured existence. Now Harry, a
gifted teen grappling with the chaos of
Tourette s syndrome, confronts a world
outside his parents control, one that tests
his desire for independence. As Harry
searches for his future, and Ella adapts to
the limits of her failing health, Felix
struggles with his past and present roles. To
prevent the family from being ripped apart,
they must each bend with the inevitability of
change and reinforce the ties that bind."

The Unraveling of Us
LORD OF LA PAMPA
PIECES TO PEACE is a poetic account of
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Laila's journey of self-discovery in Toronto
as a 26-year-old Afghan-Muslim woman living
on her own for the first time. It is her
story of pursuing her dreams while coping
with personal issues of grief, trauma,
poverty, cultural identity and belonging.
Laila is a woman in becoming as she rebuilds
herself through poetry from pieces to peace.

Between the World and Me
I don't have a damn thing in common with the
beautiful rich girl who walks into my bar;
she's southern class, fancy cars, and
designer shoes. I've got a drunk for a
mother, a cheater for a father, and a
reputation for trouble I've more than earned.
I look the other way, pretending I don't
notice how perfect she is. She wouldn't give
me the time of day anyway. Until she shatters
that first impression and shows me she's so
much more-everything I never thought I
deserved. After a lifetime of being a
disappointment, I want to prove to her that
I'm better than my past. We have one tragic
thing in common, and the thread that binds us
together will tear us apart as it unravels.
Are we strong enough to break through The
Bars Between Us?

Bitter
What if facing your darkest fears meant
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finding a brighter future?A once-perfect life
has spiraled out of control for Stephanie and
Phillip Bouchard after their daughter's drug
addiction leaves them blind-sided and
hopeless. Their strained relationship
escalates when financial troubles and
Phillip's near infidelity pierce Stephanie's
heart, dragging her into an emotionally
untouchable state. Stephanie considers ending
the marriage and begins searching for a way
out.Phillip is determined to repair the
damage and save his family with the help of
Stephanie's best friend, Cali, who suggests a
weekend getaway to her rustic family cabin.
After repeatedly ignoring the offer,
Stephanie's resistance is shattered when a
crisis forces the couple to face each other
head on.Tension builds as simple acts like
talking seem forced and unwanted, leading to
more frustration.Will Stephanie and Phillip
unravel their tangled history and find true
happiness again?

The Words between Us
Awaken oneawaken them all.Insomniac Piper
Laurel focuses on the simple things, the feelgood things. She likes her coffee black, her
wine cheap, and her men gone by morning. But
when her last living relative dies, she must
confront the feel-bad things. She's the last
Laurel, she's almost thirty, and she's
completely alone.When she returns to her
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sleepy seaside hometown, her ex is still as
yummy as ever, and a familiar-seeming
stranger is also there to tug at her
heartstrings. But a love triangle isn't the
only thing waiting for her. The immortal Anik
has spent centuries plotting to claim the
last Laurel--and a lot of innocent souls in
the bargain. To survive Anik and the Realm
Wars, Piper must forget her version of
reality and awaken to her destiny as a
Seekin, Guardian of Souls. With two men vying
for her heart and hellhounds on her heels,
Piper must decide who she trusts and who she
loves while embracing her destiny with her
eyes wide open.

He Korero: Words Between Us
From the award-winning author of Nona & Me
comes a stunning new novel about two
teenagers separated by cultural differences,
their parents’ expectations and twenty
kilometres of barbed-wire fence. Is it
possible for two very different teenagers to
fall in love despite high barbed-wire fences
and a political wilderness between them?
Anahita is passionate, curious and
determined. She is also an Iranian asylum
seeker who is only allowed out of detention
to attend school. On weekdays, during school
hours, she can be a ‘regular Australian
girl’. Jono needs the distraction of an
infatuation. In the past year his mum has
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walked out, he’s been dumped and his sister
has moved away. Lost and depressed, Jono
feels as if he’s been left behind with his
Vietnamese single father, Kenny. Kenny is
struggling to work out the rules in his new
job; he recently started work as a guard at
the Wickham Point Detention Centre. He tells
Anahita to look out for Jono at school, but
quickly comes to regret this, spiraling into
suspicion and mistrust. Who is this girl,
really? What is her story? Is she a genuine
refugee or a queue jumper? As Jono and
Anahita grow closer, Kenny starts snooping
behind the scenes ‘An urgent, compelling and
transcendent love story of our times.’ —Alice
Pung ‘I want everyone to read this book right
now.’ —Fiona Wood ‘A beautiful, raw and
timely book.’ —Melina Marchetta Clare Atkins
has worked as a scriptwriter for many
successful television series, including All
Saints and Home and Away. Her debut novel,
Nona and Me, won the 2016 Book of the Year in
the NT Literary Awards, and was shortlisted
for the 2015 Children’s Book Council of
Australia Awards, longlisted for the 2015
Inky Awards, and highly commended for the
2015 Victorian Premier’s Literary Awards.

Naples
Pieces to Peace
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New York Times bestseller and Newbery Honor
Book! A gorgeously written, hopeful middle
grade novel in verse about a young girl who
must leave Syria to move to the United
States, perfect for fans of Jason Reynolds
and Aisha Saeed. Jude never thought she'd be
leaving her beloved older brother and father
behind, all the way across the ocean in
Syria. But when things in her hometown start
becoming volatile, Jude and her mother are
sent to live in Cincinnati with relatives. At
first, everything in America seems too fast
and too loud. The American movies that Jude
has always loved haven't quite prepared her
for starting school in the US--and her new
label of "Middle Eastern," an identity she's
never known before. But this life also brings
unexpected surprises--there are new friends,
a whole new family, and a school musical that
Jude might just try out for. Maybe America,
too, is a place where Jude can be seen as she
really is. This lyrical, life-affirming story
is about losing and finding home and, most
importantly, finding yourself.

Of Water and Sky
Synopsis Rest Stop is a 250 page realistic
novel based on real characters I knew while I
served my time in prison. It is about the
convicts I lived with on a daily basis. The
book starts off in prison and gives insight
of the living conditions. It tells of the
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games that are needed in order to survive. It
explains the brotherhood that forms between
cell mates and the cliques you become part
of, not by choice but out of necessity.
Following a fight and a stabbing, the four
inmates who are held responsible are being
transported from a minimum security location
to the main prison when they escape. The
escape convicts come up with a plan to take
over a rest-area on Interstate 15. It was
just a few miles from Las Vegas. They figured
that the people going to Vegas would have
lots of cash on them. Their plan was to rob
them and use the money to get out of the
country. It is a long way from Oregon State
Penitentiary to Las Vegas. A big part of the
story takes place on the trip to get to the
rest stop, with robbery, murder and rape
along the way. The driving force behind the
story is the dialog and vivid thought
process, not only from the convicts but from
the victims. Each chapter gives insight to
the mind set and words of the escaped
convicts, along with the Warden, the State
Police and the Federal agent who is always
just one step behind the inmates. The novel
begins with a thrilling, fast paced opening.
It holds the excited pace up to an
unforgettably tense conclusion. Each chapter
ends in a poem I wrote while in prison and
coincides with the story. The epilogue leaves
room for a sequel for a second book. Ron
Lemco PO Box 63 Sumner, WA. 98390 253-2284544
rlemco@aol.com
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Words of Hope
Jake Mulholland dreams of becoming the next
great rock 'n' roll radio personality. But
his appetite for love conflicts with his
thirst for success. In an effort for
redemption, he plans a special New Year's Eve
broadcast that will be the biggest challenge
of his life. Night Radio is the story of
dreams just out of reach.

Saint’s Progress
Seventeen-year-old Quinn Hughes needs to be
in top shape if she wants to medal at the
swimming World Championships in ten months.
This means no easy distractions, no matter
how pretty they are. She’s still piecing her
confidence back together after not qualifying
for the Olympics, her relationship with her
twin brother is getting worse the more he
hangs out with the popular kids, and then
Kennedy Reed suddenly squeezes herself back
into Quinn’s life. The girl who was her best
friend. The girl who gave Quinn her first
kiss. The girl who hasn’t spoken to her
since. Soon, Quinn finds herself juggling her
new girlfriend, training for the biggest
competition of her life, and discovering
she’s not the only Hughes twin with a crush
on Kennedy Reed. All these distractions are
getting to her, and if she wants that medal
she needs to find a way to stop drowning on
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dry land.

We Hope for Better Things
Words of a Soul is a re-mastered and
extending version of Words of a Season
published in 2013. This poetry book will
plunge your emotions into icy dark depths and
burn your heart with the fires of love. Hear
the rose scream, become a bow untied and lose
yourself in the passionate pain of others.
May the words of my soul touch yours.

Intelligence Review-Volume Two
What if you had just learned that your days
are about to come to an end? Would you
quietly accept your destiny, or would you
fight this one final battle? And what if the
demons of your past disturb the delicate
reconciliation you thought you had found?
These are the questions facing John Kadel in
"If only I could," a simple story about love.
This is not a romance. It is a tale of the
true and lasting love each of us dreams
about, the undeniable love only some of us
find in a lifetime of searching. John Kadel
is a stubborn, single old man with a colorful
past and questions for which he has no
answers. Not long after his doctor hands him
a death sentence, John runs into someone from
his past.
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The soul's inquiries answered in the
words of Scripture, a year-book of
texts arranged by G.W. Moon
Words of Wisdom & Inspiration is a collection
of over 100 thoughts and ideas, originally
posted on social media, that are designed to
encourage and strengthen believers. God has a
plan and purpose for each and every person,
but too often we lose sight of that because
of the various things we experience day to
day. It is my hope that through reading the
nuggets of wisdom and inspiration contained
in this book, that the reader will be
motivated to move forward in the plan God has
for them and to achieve success.

The Promise Between Us
Using language - speaking and understanding
it - is a defining ability of human beings,
woven into all human activity. It is
therefore inevitable that it should be deeply
implicated in the design, production and use
of buildings. Building legislation, design
guides, competition and other briefs,
architectural criticism, teaching and
scholarly material, and the media all produce
their characteristic texts. The authors use
texts about such projects as Berlin's new
Reichstag, Scotland's new Parliament, and the
Auschwitz concentration camp museum to
clarify the interaction between texts,
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design, critical debate and response.

Between Us
A Harmony of the Gospels in the Words
of the Revised Version
Intelligence Review is a monthly publication
of Centre for Study of Intelligence
Operations dealing with security and
intelligence issues

Love Is the Word and the Time Is Now
In every trial or tribulation, there is an
opportunity that can bring us closer to God
and to our goals when we allow God to take
control. God, Take Over; I Am Finished is a
cry for mercy and divine intervention when
suffering seems unfair and you realize that
no one else can help you. A dry valley and
wilderness experience story, based on the
author's tribulations and triumphs as she
struggled, willingly and sometimes
unwillingly, to submit to God's will. It
reveals how she passed through the storm and
survived and what she gained out of the pains
she had to endure. Its principal message lies
in the realization and fact that where human
senses, strength, power, abilities,
knowledge, and intelligence end, God's
supremacy begins. By applying her experiences
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and the Word of God, Catherine Agada shows
you how to discover divine strength in
weakness; peace in chaos, and His love in
suffering. She inspires and teaches you to
love better, live happier, forgive faster,
pray efficiently, and increase faith. God,
Take Over; I Am Finished can restore hope and
improve your relationships with God and man.

Rest Stop
A beautiful, powerful story about finding the
strength and words to face your fears, from
the author of The Girl in Between From the
outside, it looks like Lucy has the perfect
life. She has everything. Everything that
money can buy. But money can't buy Lucy the
words she needs to stand up to her bully of a
father, the words to escape her suffocating
family life, the words to become the person
she wants to be. Then Lucy finds an escape
route. Every attic on her street is
connected, and as she starts to explore the
secret lives of her neighbours, Lucy realizes
that she is not the only one to suffer in
silence. But can she find the strength to
climb down and face her fears? "A wonderful,
thought-provoking family drama about finding
the power to stand up for yourself" Katherine Webber 'Written with a startling
observance and bright-hearted clarity, this
quietly uplifting book depicts the unspoken
tensions, and fears in Lucy's seemingly
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perfect, affluent home' - Cerrie Burnell?
Praise for The Girl in Between: 'Perfect for
fans of David Almond and Katherine Rundell' The Guardian 'A compelling and heart-breaking
debut with an unexpecting twist, reminiscent
of A Monster Calls' - Glamour magazine 'Pitchperfect Dublin voice' - Irish Times 'The Girl
in Between'grabbed me from the start and held
on so tight it left bruises' - Geraldine
McCaughrean 'In turns beautiful, devastating
and ultimately uplifting, The Girl in Between
demands re-reading' - Zana Fraillon, author
of The Bone Sparrow 'Dark, sometimes
profound, this is the kind of book that
envelops readers in its world, sending them
blinking into the light with the voice and
images still ringing in their heads'
LoveReading4Kids.co.uk 'A descriptive story
that's intriguing, emotionally engaging with
a twist at the end.' The Book Bag

Mystified
This book traces M?ori engagement with
handwriting from 1769 to 1826. Through
beautifully reproduced written documents, it
describes the first encounters M?ori had with
paper and writing and the first relationships
between M?ori and Europeans in the earliest
school. The earliest M?ori–P?keh? engagements
were vividly recorded by both M?ori and
P?keh? in drawings and writing in the early
1800's. These beautiful archival images tell
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stories about how M?ori encountered pen and
paper, which gives us a new and exciting
perspective on the past. Words Between Us –
He K?rero is a controversial and enlightening
book that will stimulate fresh thinking about
those first conversations between M?ori and
P?keh?.

He Korero: Words Between Us
The Perfect Son
"The Top of the World" by Ethel M. Dell.
Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes
a wide range of titles that encompasses every
genre. From well-known classics & literary
fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet
undiscovered gems?of world literature, we
issue the books that need to be read. Each
Good Press edition has been meticulously
edited and formatted to boost readability for
all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to
produce eBooks that are user-friendly and
accessible to everyone in a high-quality
digital format.

Struggle to Love
Pi Andromeda is more than just a lesser star
in the Andromeda constellation. In fact, it
eventually will be a destination for all of
us on this planet we call Earth. Roman
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Warwick, a successful architect, husband, and
father gets to know this place all too well.
The only problem is, he didn't ask to visit.
Pi Andromeda takes the reader along with
Roman as he is thrust into a new world in
which he doesn't belong but will have a
rather difficult time avoiding. Along the way
he will face some interesting revelations,
assume a challenging new role, and be all but
forced to forget everything he thinks he
knows to be true. Of course being an awardwinning architect did not come easy and Roman
is used to finding solutions to problems that
arise unexpectedly. It will take more than
ingenuity and a slide rule to get him out of
his predicament and return him to those that
mean more to him than his own being. Pi
Andromeda is an interesting story that will
captivate a reader's imagination and give a
unique perspective on what the universe's
secrets may contain. In addition to
identifying with the main character's
predicament and also his fears, readers can
decide if they would agree with Roman's
actions he takes in trying to regain
everything he had that has been taken away.
The author had an extraordinarily rewarding
experience telling this story placing an
action-oriented science fiction spin combined
with a dramatic family event. He hopes the
reader enjoys the introduction to this
fascinating concept and also enjoys some
surprises along the way. Roman is an easily
identifiable character and one you want to
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root for. Please enjoy the story and the
exploration of the world of Pi Andromeda.

God, Take Over; I Am Finished
Robin Windsor has spent most of her life
under an assumed name, running from her
family's ignominious past. She thought she'd
finally found sanctuary in her rather
unremarkable used bookstore just up the
street from the marina in River City,
Michigan. But the store is struggling and the
past is hot on her heels. When she receives
an eerily familiar book in the mail on the
morning of her father's scheduled execution,
Robin is thrown back to the long-lost summer
she met Peter Flynt, the perfect boy who
ruined everything. That book--a first edition
Catcher in the Rye--is soon followed by the
other books she shared with Peter nearly
twenty years ago, with one arriving in the
mail each day. But why would Peter be making
contact after all these years? And why does
she have a sinking feeling that she's about
to be exposed all over again? With evocative
prose that recalls the classic novels we
love, Erin Bartels pens a story that shows
that words--the ones we say, the ones we
read, and the ones we write--have more power
than we imagine. ***** "The Words between Us
is a story to savor and share: a lyrical
novel about the power of language and the
search for salvation. A secondhand bookstore
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owner hiding from a legacy of scandal,
tragedy, and heartbreak must unlock the
secrets of the past to claim her happiness. I
loved every sentence, every word."--Barbara
Claypole White, bestselling author of The
Perfect Son and The Promise between Us "Erin
Bartels has done it again. She's created a
story that has set up camp in my mind and now
feels more like a memory, something I lived,
than a piece of fiction. The added benefit is
that it's a story about books, some of the
best ones ever written. If you are the kind
of person who finds meaning and life in the
written word, then you'll find yourself
hidden among these pages."--Shawn Smucker,
author of Light from Distant Stars "Vividly
drawn and told in expertly woven dual
timelines, The Words between Us is a story
about a woman who has spent years trying to
escape her family's scandals and the
resilience she develops along the way. Erin
Bartels's characters are a treat: complex,
dynamic, and so lifelike I half expected them
to climb straight out of the
pages."--Kathleen Barber, author of Are You
Sleeping

The Top of the World
Albert Einstein, the creator of both the
Special and General Theories of Relativity,
spent his golden years in search of the
answer to the question; what is the nature of
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everything? The "Unified Field Theory"
represents the quest to discover how
everything is related in the universe; "Love
Is the Nature of Existence" answers that
question. The Jew determines how the rest of
nature behaves; that includes you, your
neighbor across the street, every molecule,
as well as every atom. . Once anybody
realizes this truth, he also becomes
acquainted with the fact that he is no
different from anything else; which would
necessarily include the stars in the sky, not
to mention the galaxies that spin around one
another within the furthest dimensions of
space. Be here, be now, believe in Love;
nothing in existence is, can, or ever will
be, beyond, behind, or outside, the truth. In
other words, when there is no relativity,
there can be no beginning or end within the
confines of the Truth. Time, hence, can
neither progress nor recede, but remains
static, constant. Those who have achieved
Self-realization describe the experience as
living in the moment. Once it is recognized
that time is non-existent, then it can be
concluded that space cannot exist also; the
elimination of time eradicates the
possibility of space; then what is left? The
answer is nothing; or nothingness, or, as He
is more commonly referred to, God. Norman
Mailer, the highly regarded novelist,
journalist, playwright, among numerous other
things, once described evil as God in exile;
his description is absolutely one hundred
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percent correct. The Jew represents God's
love, the way He connects with mankind. Man
can choose to ignore, disregard, defame,
defile, or eliminate the possibility of him
having the chance to make an impression on
the lives of others; on the other hand, The
Lord, in all His wisdom, for the benefit of
mankind, can extract him from the human
population on Earth; either way, evil will
then rule, and man will ruin himself as a
consequence. Power is derived through
understanding; the possibilities for humanity
are now endless; that which mankind once
described as indecipherable, ethereal, the
unfathomable unknown, is no longer a mystery.

Other Words for Home
My intentions were never to be a "baby mama."
I knew for sure that I'd have a college
degree, a house, and a career, and a husband
before I brought a life into this world. That
was the reason I studied so hard in school,
didn't hang out with the popular kids, and
didn't rebel against my parents. When I
turned 17 years old and became the
Valedictorian of my class, I knew I was on
the right track. I was ready to go to college
and embark on my journey towards becoming a
corporate lawyer. Never in a million years
did I think that by the time I was eighteen
years old, I would be pushing out a baby.
Never did I think my life could change so
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drastically. I had no degree, no career, no
house, and no husband; but I had a daughter.
I still remember the night everything changed
between us. Or maybe things had already
changed, and it was the first time I noticed
it. I know for sure that it was the first
time I had ever accepted the fact that I was
truly just a "baby mama" and Flip had no real
plans of making me his wife. I remember
feeling so many emotions that night. I was
hurt, angry, confused, disappointed, and
betrayed. But I was still very much in love.
I loved him too much to hate him so quickly,
so I resented him and I hated myself for
being so naiive. It didn't take long for that
resentment to magnify because once the truth
is out, you begin to connect the dots to
every lie you've ever been fed and it makes
you wonder if any of it was ever real. The
moment you lose respect for someone,
everything changes. The love is still there,
but it's not the same. You become guarded,
you become defensive, and sometimes you just
want to hurt them the way they hurt you.
That's when they start to call you bitter. I
never pictured myself becoming a bitter baby
mama, but you know what? Maybe they're right.
Maybe I am bitter but I feel like I have
every damn right to be. This is my story.

Pi Andromeda
"This is an eye-opening and realistic
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exploration of mental illness--a topic that
greatly deserves to be front and center."
--Jodi Picoult, New York Times bestselling
author of Small Great Things Metal artist
Katie Mack is living a lie. Nine years ago
she ran away from her family in Raleigh,
North Carolina, consumed by the irrational
fear that she would harm Maisie, her newborn
daughter. Over time she's come to grips with
the mental illness that nearly destroyed her,
and now funnels her pain into her art.
Despite longing for Maisie, Katie honors an
agreement with the husband she left
behind--to change her name and never return.
But when she and Maisie accidentally reunite,
Katie can't ignore the familiarity of her
child's compulsive behavior. Worse, Maisie
worries obsessively about bad things
happening to her pregnant stepmom. Katie has
the power to help, but can she reconnect with
the family she abandoned? To protect Maisie,
Katie must face the fears that drove her from
home, accept the possibility of love, and
risk exposing her heart-wrenching secret.

If Only I Could
Underneath these gang tattoos beats a heart
three times a year. I'm a slow puncture
death, a murderer, a rapist, and a number. I
killed my best friend. Death doesn't stalk
me, it walks ahead of me by twenty-eight
paces. I went home after I sold my soul to
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the devils. I thought life would begin, I was
a free man, instead within days the bullets
fly and my last hope dies with the slain.
There is nothing left to live for in this
world. I belong to the 28s, I'll always
belong to the 28s. The woman across the road
judges me, she hates me, and takes every
opportunity to let me know it. Yet, somehow,
when grief etched our names down in the book
of the dead, we dared be bold enough to find
love. I'm not a good man, and I'm not pretty.
I come from the Cape Flats where my life was
reduced to a prison cell number. In all this
ugliness I found beauty, innocence, and
forgiveness. I can't forgive myself for the
crimes I've committed, but I'll die trying to
earn hers. In a world where nothing matters,
she does.

28 Boys
A collection of bush poetry, all original
works by Brisbane author and poet Matt Trucky
Langdon.

All the Worlds Between Us
The Words That Fly Between Us
Tokoda's rock 'n roll lifestyle comes to an
abrupt halt when he is called back home. He
climbs on his Harley and heads back to Spirit
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Island where Native American legends are
known to come to life. Nara is intent on
preserving her Ojibwa heritage, and couldn't
be happier about her former crush coming back
to the Island, and is even happier when the
sexy musician finds his way into her bed. The
rekindled lovers are thrown back in time, but
in opposite directions. Tokoda and Nara must
overcome the barbaric Sioux tribe to find one
another and look for a way to return to their
own time. $1 from each copy of Mystified sold
will go to Mark's Run for A.L.S. (Lou
Gehrig's Disiease)

Words of Wisdom & Inspiration
Winner, Kirkus Prize for Non-Fiction, 2015 In
the 150 years since the end of the Civil War
and the ratification of the Thirteenth
Amendment, the story of race and America has
remained a brutally simple one, written on
flesh: it is the story of the black body,
exploited to create the country's
foundational wealth, violently segregated to
unite a nation after a civil war, and, today,
still disproportionately threatened, locked
up and killed in the streets. What is it like
to inhabit a black body and find a way to
live within it? And how can America reckon
with its fraught racial history? Between the
World and Me is Ta-Nehisi Coates’ attempt to
answer those questions, presented in the form
of a letter to his adolescent son. Coates
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shares with his son the story of his own
awakening to the truth about history and race
through a series of revelatory experiences:
immersion in nationalist mythology as a
child; engagement with history, poetry and
love at Howard University; travels to Civil
War battlefields and the South Side of
Chicago; a journey to France that reorients
his sense of the world; and pilgrimages to
the homes of mothers whose children's lives
have been taken as American plunder. Taken
together, these stories map a winding path
towards a kind of liberation—a journey from
fear and confusion, to a full and honest
understanding of the world as it is.
Masterfully woven from lyrical personal
narrative, reimagined history, and fresh,
emotionally charged reportage, Between the
World and Me offers a powerful new framework
for understanding America's history and
current crisis, and a transcendent vision for
a way forward. Ta-Nehisi Coates is a national
correspondent for the Atlantic and the author
of the memoir The Beautiful Struggle. Coates
has received the National Magazine Award, the
Hillman Prize for Opinion and Analysis
Journalism, and the George Polk Award for his
Atlantic cover story 'The Case for
Reparations'. He lives in New York with his
wife and son. ‘Coates offers this eloquent
memoir as a letter to his teenage son,
bearing witness to his own experiences and
conveying passionate hopes for his son's
lifethis moving, potent testament might have
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been titled Black Lives Matter.’ Kirkus
Reviews ‘I’ve been wondering who might fill
the intellectual void that plagued me after
James Baldwin died. Clearly it is Ta-Nehisi
Coates. The language of Between the World and
Me, like Coates’ journey, is visceral,
eloquent and beautifully redemptive. And its
examination of the hazards and hopes of black
male life is as profound as it is revelatory.
This is required reading.’ Toni Morrison
‘ExtraordinaryTa-Nehisi Coateswrites an
impassioned letter to his teenage son—a
letter both loving and full of a parent’s
dread—counselling him on the history of
American violence against the black body, the
young African-American’s extreme
vulnerability to wrongful arrest, police
violence, and disproportionate
incarceration.’ David Remnick, New Yorker ‘A
searing meditation on what it means to be
black in America todayas compelling a
portrait of a father–son relationship as
Martin Amis’s Experience or Geoffrey Wolff’s
The Duke of Deception.’ New York Times
‘Coates possesses a profoundly empathetic
imagination and a tough intellectCoates
speaks to America, but Australia has reason
to listen.’ Monthly ‘Heartbreaking,
confronting, it draws power from
understatement in dealing with race in
America and the endless wrong-headed concept
that whites are somehow entitled to subjugate
everyone else.’ Capital ‘In our current
global landscape it’s an essential
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perspective, regardless of your standpoint.’
Paperboy

Night Radio
Talsy and Chanter return to the peaceful
vale, where she gives birth to his son - a
creature of the chaos. Travain has stunted
Mujar powers and a Trueman personality,
making him dangerous and unpredictable, and
he is also angry at his father's apparent
neglect. Mujar, however, do not care for
their children, who are born fully formed and
independent. Travain grows quickly, and is
everything Chanter warned Talsy he might be.
Chanter finds the last piece of the broken
Staff of Law and makes it whole, but the laws
are lost. His first son is born on the
eastern continent they left behind so long
ago, but he is blinded by strange golden
lights in his mind. He names himself Law, and
finds shelter in a hive of semi-ants. The
next generation are manants, and attack him,
forcing Law to flee into the chaos. In his
search for shelter, he travels to the western
continent, where Truemen capture him. The
wind informs Chanter of his plight, and Talsy
insists that they save him. That means
venturing into the chaos once more, and now
it is far worse than it was before.

Thus Saith the Lord; Or, Words of
Divine Love
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The Little Book of Yarns
Staff of Law
What if your one true love cancelled your
wedding date? Not once, not twice, but three
times. Then, nearly twenty years later, he
came back to you with undeniable passion and
full of regret. Would you leave your rocky
marriage for him? Even if you both had young
children. This is Val's dilemma. We uncover
her story when Shannon, an unhappy young wife
and mother, rents Valerie's old house and
discovers her lost journal. Obsessed by her
own marriage problems, Shannon can't stop
reading the exhilarating romance and decides
to find the mysterious woman behind the
words. Will Val's struggle to love wreck
Shannon's life? Will either of them ever find
the love they desperately seek?

The Words Between the Spaces
"In this powerful first novel . . . Bartels
successfully weaves American history into a
deeply moving story of heartbreak, long-held
secrets, and the bonds of
family."--Publishers Weekly, Starred Review
"A forbidden interracial marriage, an escaped
slave, an expectant mother waiting for her
Union soldier to return--all of these stories
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are deftly told by Bartels, as she explores
the hard realities of racism and its many
faces during various eras of American
history. . . .Compelling characters make this
winning debut also appealing for fans of
general historical fiction."--Library Journal
"Bartels' debut tells the story of three
Balsam women, each of a different era, told
against the backdrop of racism and violence
in America. . . .will appeal to fans of faithbased women's fiction authors like Colleen
Coble."--Booklist ***** When Detroit Free
Press reporter Elizabeth Balsam meets James
Rich, his strange request--that she look up a
relative she didn't know she had in order to
deliver an old camera and a box of
photos--seems like it isn't worth her time.
But when she loses her job after a botched
investigation, she suddenly finds herself
with nothing but time. At her great-aunt's
150-year-old farmhouse north of Detroit,
Elizabeth uncovers a series of mysterious
items, locked doors, and hidden graves. As
she searches for answers to the riddles
around her, the remarkable stories of two
women who lived in this very house emerge as
testaments to love, resilience, and courage
in the face of war, racism, and
misunderstanding. And as Elizabeth soon
discovers, the past is never as past as we
might like to think. Debut novelist Erin
Bartels takes readers on an emotional journey
through time--from the volatile streets of
1960s Detroit to the Michigan's Underground
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Railroad during the Civil War--to uncover the
past, confront the seeds of hatred, and
discover where love goes to hide. ***** "We
Hope for Better Things has it all: fabulous
storytelling, an emotional impact that
lingers long after you turn the last page,
and a setting that immerses you. I haven't
read such a powerful, moving story since I
read To Kill a Mockingbird in high school.
This book will change how you look at the
world we live in. Highly
recommended!"--Colleen Coble, USAToday
bestselling author of the Rock Harbor series
and The View from Rainshadow Bay "A timely
exploration of race in America, We Hope for
Better Things is an exercise of empathy that
will shape many a soul."--Julie Cantrell, New
York Times and USA Today bestselling author
of Perennials "I applaud [Erin's] courage,
her authenticity, her beautiful turn of
phrase, the freshness of her imagery, and the
depth of her story that speaks to a
contemporary world where understanding is
often absent. We Hope for Better Things is a
remarkable debut novel."--Jane Kirkpatrick,
award-winning author of Everything She Didn't
Say "Erin Bartels's We Hope for Better Things
shares the joys and sorrows of three women
from different generations. A roller coaster
of emotions awaits as you share the lives of
these women and hope along with them for
better things."--Ann H. Gabhart, bestselling
author of River to Redemption "Storytelling
at its finest. Erin Bartels delivers a
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riveting story of forbidden love, family
bonds, racial injustice, and the power of
forgiveness. We Hope for Better Things is a
timely, sobering, moving account of how far
we've come . . . and how much distance
remains to be covered. A compulsively
readable, incredibly powerful novel."--Lori
Nelson Spielman, New York Times bestselling
author of The Life List "There is the Detroit
we think we know, and there is the Detroit
full of stories that are never brought to the
forefront. With We Hope for Better Things,
Erin Bartels brings full circle an
understanding of contemporary Detroit firmly
rooted in the past, with enthralling
characters and acute attention to detail.
It's a must not just for Detroit lovers but
also for those who need to understand that
Detroit history is also American
history."--Aaron Foley, city of Detroit's
chief storyteller and editor of The Detroit
Neighborhood Guidebook
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